School of Engineering – Scholarship for MSc programs (2018/19)

Name of the Scholarship:
Arthur and Louise May Scholarship for Young Engineers

Total value of Scholarship per annum:
HK$400,000

Value of each Scholarship:
Minimum of HK$10,000

Objective:
To provide support and encouragement to fresh engineering professionals in pursuing further studies.

Target students:
Full-time or part-time students admitted in Fall 2018 from below programs are eligible. Preference will be given to students who have 2 to 5 years of work experiences, or have great potential in the career development of the related fields:

1. MSc in Aeronautical Engineering
2. MSc in Big Data Technology
3. MSc in Chemical and Bio-molecular Engineering
4. MSc in Civil Infrastructural Engineering and Management
5. MSc in Electronic Engineering
6. MSc in Engineering Enterprise Management
7. MSc in Environmental Engineering and Management
8. MSc in IC Design Engineering
9. MSc in Information Technology
10. MSc in Intelligent Building Technology and Management
11. MSc in International Air Transport Operations Management
12. MSc in Mechanical Engineering
13. MSc in Telecommunications

For part-time students who have received the award in year 2017, the award can be renewed, subject to availability of fund and satisfactory academic performance of the recipients (i.e., recipients must have completed 12 credits and achieved CGA of 3.2 or above).

Students may be awarded with Arthur and Louise May Scholarship for Young Engineers, Excellent Student Scholarship, and repeated School of Engineering MSc Student Merit Scholarships as long as the total scholarship amount is less than the ceiling stipulated by the University.

Basis of screening:
Candidates will be screened based on qualities including academic background, work experience, and performance in the admission process. Final result will be at the discretion of the Scholarship Committee with representatives from different departments.

Source and use of scholarship:
The source is from The Arthur and Louise May Memorial Fund and HKUST School of Engineering. The value and the number of scholarship given out will be subject to the decision of the Scholarship Committee. The scholarship will basically be used to cover the program fee.
Transcript record:
The scholarship record will be reflected on the transcript, and it will be handled by the Scholarships & Financial Aid Office.

Administration:
The scholarship is administered by the MSc Program Office of School of Engineering, HKUST

Enquiry:
If there is any question on the application, please do not hesitate to contact the MSc Program Office at sengmsc@ust.hk.
Application form for
Arthur and Louise May Scholarship for Young Engineers
(to be completed by the student)

Name of MSc program and Admitted year: ___________________________ Program ___________________________ Admitted year ___________________________

Name of applicant: ___________________________

Full time / Part-time: ___________________________

Application ID / Student ID: ___________________________

Email address of applicant: ___________________________

Mobile number of applicant: ___________________________

Age: ___________________________

Nationality: ___________________________

University / Institution Name: ___________________________

Program title: ___________________________

CGPA: ___________________________

Last position (for FT students), if applicable/Current position (for PT students): ___________________________

Name of company: ___________________________

Major responsibilities: ___________________________

Total no. of years of full-time work experience: ___________________________

Other scholarship(s) received for 2018/19: ___________________________

Please provide a complete c.v. together with this application form and include the following items in the c.v.:

➢ Academic achievement including academic awards (please attach copy of transcript);

➢ Work experiences including professional achievements (please attach work experience proof, if applicable);

➢ Additional information for consideration by the Scholarship Committee.

Recommendation letter from last/current employer providing comments on your work performance and potential in career development of specified field is very much welcomed.

Please submit the complete application package to the MSc Program Office by email to sengmsc@ust.hk on or before 31 August, 2018. Late or incomplete application will not be considered.

_________________________
Signature

_________________________
Date